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Our Goal

• Provide seamless, flexible, responsive logistics support to the Marine Ground Task Force.
3 – Prong Approach

- Process Improvement
- Information Technology
- People
GCSS-MC

- ACAT 1AM Project
- Single point of entry for user
- Shared Data Environment
- Designed to meet CoCOM 129 / 57
- Bandwidth flexibility 9 – 256kbs
- Enable simplified E2E logistics process
  - Maint / Supply / Distribution / AIT / Other Services
- Navy converged ERP office
Logistics Command & Control

- Planning / managing CSS requests
- Tasking MAGTF logistics resources
- Decision support tools
- Moving critical data
Key Activities

- GCSS-MC POR - Oct 03
- ACAT – 1AM Mar 04
- Logistics Subject Matter Experts - Jun 04
- Transition Task Force - Aug 04
- Fully funded POM06 & X FYDP #1 IT Prog
- Oracle COTS selection – Fall 04
- Systems Integrator Selection – Spring 05